
Rhythms of Reflection
While the process of moving forward is usually about goal setting,  it also includes regular
reflection.  This way you know if you’re still on track, and whether or not goals need to be

adjusted or eliminated. Below is how I plan my year, then become more strategic and
targeted as I narrow in on smaller time frames. Everything is written down (you’re 42%

more likely to reach goals that are written), and kept in a central location - like a planner
or journal - and I visit them each time I review. Use what you can, and what works for you.

Goal Setting = Where I WANT to be.

Yearly: Big, Dreamy Goals Yearly
Where do I want to be next December 31? These are my BIG dreams. Vision-like goals that require
real planning and strategy to accomplish. They can be specific, but I try to set at least one in all
the major life areas. Business, health, finances, vacation, relationships, personal development, etc.

Vision Board Yearly
Visual representation of big dreams. Vision boards are usually bigger than just one year, but it’s
important to find ways to help us see goals and potential rewards in different ways. A vision board
pulls in your dreams in pictures, rather than words.

Quarterly: Large, yet Accomplishable Goals Quarterly
I set 3 to 5 large goals (supporting my Yearly Dreams) including rewards for accomplishing them.
These are 100% attainable,  though big. Each quarter I review the last and set new quarterly goals.

Mind Map Quarterly
Visual representation of how my quarterly goals integrate, overlap in support of an overall goal. I
place my 3-5 major goals in bubbles, then brainstorm how I’ll get there in bubbles around each
one. Then I look at how they connect, and where something I’m doing for one goal might help me
accomplish another.

Monthly: SMART, Strategic Goals to support Large Goals First of each month.
Monthly goals are designed to support and achieve quarterly goals. These are rarely set at the
beginning of the year. These are malleable, based on each quarter, and what I accomplished the
month prior.  For instance, month 3 in a quarter can be used to make up for unforeseen issues in
1-2, or getting ahead. Reflecting at the end of each month and setting goals for the next allows me
to be agile and flexible.

Weekly: Strategic Tasks to help me be Strategic Each Month Every Weekend
These are super strategic, specific and targeted. They consist of:

● Main Goal - sometimes more than one, but the overall goal for the week.
● Priorities - within this goal, including other things I still need to give attention.
● High Level To-Do list - tasks feed my Main Goal(s), then build daily lists from this one.
● Daily Habits - habits I’m building or will enable me to reach my goal - a tracker with check

boxes.



Review & Planning Process = How I Get There

Daily:
● What did I want to accomplish? Did I complete my tasks? No - move them

forward? How far? Remove?
● Any Big Wins? Good/hard conversations? Insights or ah-ha moments?
● What am I grateful for? List out three things I’m grateful for (big, medium or small)

Weekly: Review the week (Sunday): what worked or didn’t, what I accomplished, and what I’m
grateful for. I also take time to look forward, coordinate calendars and get ready for Monday.
My personal review consists of looking at:

● Habits - How’d I do? Should I keep going? Change it up? Is it really helping me?
● To-Do - What didn’t get done? Does it need to? Do I move it forward, or eliminate it?
● Wins - Goals accomplished, and what I made happen.
● Gratitude - 10 things I’m grateful for this week.
● How I’ll Improve - Opportunity to be honest about my expectations (am I trying to do too

much?), my commitment or motivation, and even my planning. I then list three things I
want to see happen by next Sunday (visualization).

Monthly: Spend 1-2 hours looking back over each weekly review, compiling the following:
● Biggest Wins: It’s always fun when the biggest wins are the goals I set at the beginning of

the month. But there’s usually a surprise one, which also feels great.
● Biggest Lessons Learned or Insights Gained: Failure teaches good lessons, but some

insights come from interaction, feedback or even reflection.
● Life Wheel: I fill it out and see what areas are lacking and why. Do I need to do anything

about it, or is it normal, based on what’s going on right now?
● What Didn’t I Get Done, and Why? I always think I can do more than what’s realistic, other

times I realize I just really don’t want to do it. Either way, I learn.
● How do I Feel About My Progress? Overall, in general.
● What am I Looking Forward To? As a “type A,” I find it a challenge. I must stop, think, and

many times actually PLAN something.
● Things I’ll do to Make Myself Happy Next Month: What brings me joy?
● What I’m grateful for: pulling out the major things, or an overarching theme for the month

keeps me in a positive state of mind when looking backwards.
● How I’ll Improve: Wide open. Could be anything from hunkering down on my business,

taking better care of my body, getting more sleep, or spending more time with friends.

Quarterly: At the end of each quarter (3/31, 6/30, 9/30, 12/31), I review the month, and then review
the previous two.  I then reevaluate, pivot, and set new quarterly goals based on what I learn
including any pivot or changes in order to get to my yearly goal.

Yearly Review: This one is a bit intense, and can take a couple of days.  I use quiet time between
the major holidays, and look over each week, month and quarterly review.  This allows me to truly
take stock and look forward, dreaming into the next 12 months.


